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Service Standards:
A Guide to the Initiative

PART 1 — INTRODUCTION
The challenge of the '90s: improving services while reducing costs
Canadians often feel that they are not getting value for their hard‑earned tax dollars.  Departments face the dual challenges of improving services to Canadians while dealing with continued resource restraint and reductions.  Managing these challenges is likely to be a preoccupation of Public Service employees for some time.  How can we provide improved services at lower cost?
The service standard initiative is aimed at improving the quality of service delivery by making Canadians more aware of the wide array of government services and their associated costs and by improving the client orientation of Public Service employees.

The 1994 Budget announced a number of initiatives for improving service to Canadians while addressing Canada's fiscal reality, including a pledge for more open and responsive government.  The Budget stated that
...the government will establish and publish by 1995 standards of services for each government department....The government will issue by the summer of 1994 a declaration of quality service delivery standards to Canadians that all departments and public servants will be expected to honour.
A lot of experience in Canada and abroad suggests that services can be improved and delivered at reduced cost by
	refocusing services on clients; 
	finding out what clients consider to be critical aspects of government services and service delivery;
	giving managers the flexibility needed to respond to client needs;
	developing proper incentives to promote innovation; and 
	monitoring and analyzing performance against realistic goals and standards.
Service standards provide a practical way for you to manage performance in an era of fiscal restraint and to help shape the expectations Canadians have about government services.

A public commitment to service standards was first stated in the Public Service 2000 White Paper of 1991, which called on deputies to establish service standards.  The commitment was repeated in the 1992 Budget.  
Canada is not unique within the international community in encouraging a client-oriented outlook among its public employees.  The United Kingdom, under Prime Minister John Major, adopted the concept of The Citizen's Charter in 1991.  This movement is now quite advanced.  The second Citizen's Charter annual report (March 1994) identified some 38 published charters,  covering the complete spectrum of national services.  Since 1992, the Prime Minister has awarded 129 Charter Marks to organizations demonstrating exceptional service.  
In September 1993, based on recommendations in the National Performance Review, U.S. President Bill Clinton signed an executive order requiring all agencies to develop and publish customer service standards. In September 1994, the President released Putting Customers First: Standards for Serving the American People, a progress report that describes the work done since the executive order was signed, how public services have changed and what is planned for the next year.  
France has issued a Charte des services publics outlining the basic principles to which the government adheres when providing services to its citizens: transparency and responsibility, simplicity and accessibility, participation and adaptability, trust and reliability.  In addition, many countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) have service standard initiatives underway.  The OECD itself sponsored a major conference in November 1994 on service standards and related service quality initiatives.  Creating a client- or customer-focused Public Service is a key element of public‑sector reform in most countries.  Increasingly, this task includes visibly communicating service standards to the users of public services.
What are service standards?
Service standards — a shortened form of the phrase “standards of service” — are more than service delivery targets such as waiting times and hours of operation.  Canadians are entitled to know what they should expect from the government, how services will be delivered and what they cost, and what clients can do when services they receive are not acceptable. 
Service standards include five essential elements:
1.	descriptions of the service you intend to provide and, where applicable, the benefits clients are entitled to receive;
2.	service pledges or principles describing the quality of service delivery clients should expect to receive, focusing on such elements as openness, fairness, courtesy, professionalism, choice of official language where applicable, etc.;
3.	specific delivery targets for key aspects of service, such as timeliness, access and accuracy;
4.	the costs of delivering the service; and
5.	complaint and redress mechanisms that clients can use when they feel standards have not been met.
While each of these elements can exist on its own, it is expected that, in most cases, service standards will eventually cover all elements.  However, in a limited number of instances, every element may not be relevant to the situation.  In enforcement areas, for example, it may not be very useful to inform the citizen of the cost of his or her arrest! 
In many instances, clients for services have responsibilities as well as entitlements.  In order to receive the quality of service delivery described in service standards, they frequently must provide required information accurately, present themselves on time, be able to explain their situation, etc.  You can write service standards to reflect client responsibilities.  
Principles in developing service standards 
	Federal government service standards should be
·	meaningful to individuals.  Service standards should be responsive.  In other words, they should be meaningful to the individuals using the service, relate to aspects of  the service clients find important and expressed in terms to which clients can relate.  Typically, standards should cover elements of service that are visible and measurable;
·	based on consultation.  You should develop service standards in consultation with your clients;
·	attainable and challenging.  Service standards should be realistic, based on analysis, consistent with program objectives and achievable, while at the same time they should provide a challenge to service deliverers;
·	affordable.  Service standards should include user charges, if applicable, and should be attainable within available resources;
·	owned by managers and employees.  Service standards should be an essential management tool in service delivery.  You are responsible for setting and using service standards to continually improve the cost effectiveness of service delivery; 
·	published.  You should publish service standards and make them known to clients;
·	used to measure performance.  You should monitor performance achievements against the standards, as well as client satisfaction with the service provided, and give clients that information.  The performance measures you use should be comparable over time, across regions or with like services; and
·	reviewed and updated.  You should review service standards regularly and adjust them to reflect new circumstances.
These principles are intended to provide useful guidance in the development of service standards in departments and agencies.  
This guide is organized in five parts.  Part 2 discusses a series of steps that you can follow to develop service standards.  Part 3 examines each of the five components of service standards in greater detail, providing guidance and examples as appropriate.  Part 4 discusses managing your organization based on service standards and service quality.  Concluding remarks are presented in Part 5.  The document also contains a series of annexes, referenced as appropriate throughout the text.

PART 2 — DEVELOPING SERVICE STANDARDS: STEPS TO CONSIDER
This section outlines key steps to consider when establishing service standards.  The development of service standards should be integrated with any other program or service delivery renewal initiatives that you are undertaking.
The process of establishing service standards is evolutionary.  It is part of a continuous improvement strategy.  You should regularly review and revise standards as your service becomes more efficient and as delivery methods change.  
Six steps to follow when developing service standards
1.	Know  your business.
2.	Consult with clients and staff.
3.	Set client-sensitive service standards.
4.	Empower and train service providers.
5.	Communicate service standards and report to clients on performance.
6.	Manage your organization based on service standards and service quality.
1. 	Know your business
Knowing your business entails
·	identifying your clients;
·	identifying your services;
·	identifying your partners;
·	knowing what is being done now; and
·	knowing what is affordable.
	a.	Identify your clients
Who are the clients for government services?  All those who have dealings with the government.  There may be several different clients for each service, each of whom has different perspectives and expectations.  Public management is the art of balancing these differing expectations.  
Clients are individuals, groups and businesses who deal with government.

At least three types of clients can be identified — the direct client, who receives the output of the service; the general public, which receives a collective benefit from government services; and the taxpayer, who pays for most government services.  The following diagram illustrates these different perspectives.  You must consider them all when delivering services. 
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Clearly, in many cases, the expectations of the direct and indirect clients of services differ and sometimes conflict.  Decisions concerning levels of service must take into account the public policy objectives of the program as well as the needs and expectations of direct clients.  For example, consumers and taxpayers expect safe, reasonably priced food in the stores.  They are not particularly interested in the inspection process itself, other than that inspections be done well and cheaply (so as not to affect food prices).  They care about the result: safe food.  The food producers, on the other hand, do care about the inspection process and want inspections to be done fairly, quickly, efficiently and at the least cost to them.  They also want to know to whom they can complain if the service they receive — that is, the inspection — is unacceptable.  They want service standards.  The food inspection process must meet the public policy objective of safe food while, at the same time, providing a quality service to food processors.
Similarly, citizens want to get new passports quickly.  The public policy objective, however, is to ensure that passports are issued only to eligible people at the lowest possible cost.  In seeking to provide a quality passport service to Canadians, service standards must also respect the public policy objective.

	b.	Identify your services
A service is provided every time a client deals with government

Canadians deal with the federal government in a wide variety of ways.  They may receive a social benefit cheque, ask for information and advice, or be required to comply with certain laws and regulations.  In all these cases, there is a transaction or interaction between the government and the citizen (or business).  In all these interactions, the government, using this broad definition, is providing a service.  Annex A discusses the types of services provided by the federal government in more detail.
This broad perspective on what constitutes government services is the one adopted by the PS2000 Task Force on Service to the Public and is quite consistent with the latest thinking about public management practices.  Appreciating the extent of government services is part of the cultural change required to develop a client-centered Public Service. 
In addition to conventional services, where the direct client receives a benefit, the government also provides services when it regulates and when it purchases goods and services.  In regulation,  while it is the public that ultimately benefits, the interaction with the regulated person or organization should still meet a service standard.  For example, taxpayers deal with the government through Revenue Canada.  They have the right to expect that their dealings with Revenue Canada will meet a certain quality standard.  They expect, for example, to be treated  with courtesy and respect; to be served in the official language of their choice where applicable; to be dealt with openly and honestly; to be made aware of their rights; to have good information available on how to comply with the law; and to be dealt with efficiently and promptly.  Revenue Canada has responded to these expectations through the service commitments contained in the department's Declaration of  Taxpayer Rights, and service standards have been or are being developed for all the department's services.
The key to identifying your services is to identify the various interactions or dealings you have with the public (Canadian residents, businesses, organizations and others having contacts with the government).  The list of these interactions is the list of services you provide.  It shows you where you should develop service standards.
The focus so far in this guide has been on interactions outside the government with third parties.  However, all government departments provide services to their own staff and management, and many provide services to other government departments.  These internal services, while not the primary focus of the service standard initiative, can also benefit from the development of service standards.  Most departments have quality management initiatives that typically entail some form of service standard development or enhancement.  Public Service employees will find it more difficult to provide quality service to external clients if the internal services they receive do not also meet a standard.

	c.	Identify your partners
Service Standards: The British
Columbia Experience
Lessons Learned
1.	Service standards are a potential means to customer satisfaction, not an end in themselves.
2.	Service standards should target those service features that are most important to customers, based on customer surveys and focus groups.
3.	Levels of service need to be customer-driven, and derived from customer focus groups and surveys.
4.	Customer expectations need to be reviewed regularly; they change.
5.	Communicating service standards to customers can have positive and negative consequences.
6.	Service standards must be supported by performance measurement and continuous improvement systems.
Brian Marson
Vice Principal
Canadian Centre for Management Development
Increasingly, federal services are being delivered in partnership with other federal departments, other levels of government and the private sector.  These types of arrangements have two primary objectives: to increase the efficiency of service delivery and to provide more rationalized service delivery from the point of view of the client.  Thus, knowing your partners in service delivery includes knowing what other related services are being delivered to your clients, so that you can seek out rationalization and efficiencies.  
Where joint delivery exists or is under consideration, you will want to arrive at mutually agreed service standards that can serve as performance contracts with other delivery organizations.
	d.	Know what is being done now
As well as developing service standards to meet fiscal realities and clients' expectations, you must assess these standards in light of your current ability to meet them and your past performance.  To determine your current level of service delivery, you will need an appropriate performance measurement and monitoring system.  Monitoring performance, which includes assessing client satisfaction, is essential if you want to establish and work to service standards. 
Suggestions for monitoring service delivery can be found in Line Managers and Assessing Service to the Public, published by the Office of the Comptroller General in 1991.
Many organizations are rethinking the way they do business.  Re‑engineering your services can often produce significant resource savings and result in improved services for your clients.  In such cases, service standards should not simply mirror current performance but should be sufficiently challenging to encourage the achievement of the benefits of re‑engineering.  Consulting with staff and clients to establish service standards is a useful step in the re‑engineering process, because these people often have valuable suggestions for improving service.
	e.	Know what is affordable
Before consulting with your clients to find out what aspects of service delivery are most important to them, what needs to be improved and what is working well, it is useful to know both the costs of existing service levels and the major cost drivers.  This knowledge will enable you to provide a reasoned response in client consultations on possible changes to service delivery.  
In addition, you must plan service delivery in light of current and future budgets.  Service standards may have to be adjusted to meet future budget levels.  Understanding current costs and the potential for re‑engineering will help you to know what is affordable.
Costing of service delivery is usually not a simple task.  Section 4 of Part 3 discusses costing in further detail.
2.	Consult with clients and staff
	a.	Consult with clients to find out what is important, how satisfied they are with current service delivery, what's working well and what needs to be fixed
By consulting with Canadians about the services they receive, making them aware of the costs of delivering services and inviting them to select from different delivery approaches, you will find it easier to match your clients' expectations with what your organization can afford.  Clients should be partners in the delivery of services.  In his 1993 John Manion lecture, Marcel Massé said:
	...the consumers of government services will have to act less as recipients and more as partners.  They will have to be partners in the substantial decision‑making about the kind and quality of services being offered.  They will have to be partners in devising the necessary changes in delivery mechanisms, and they will have to be partners in the graduation process from a number of government services.
Canadians are both the clients for government services and the source of funds, through taxes and user fees, for the services.  All government programs and services have, as a part of their raison d'être, a public policy objective.  Thus, all citizens relate to government services as direct clients, as indirect clients or beneficiaries, and as taxpayers.  Government services represent a partnership between the government, the citizen as client and the citizen as taxpayer.
Consultation with clients is important for two reasons.  If you form your own ideas of what clients want, you run the risk of being out of touch with what your clients actually consider to be the most important aspects of service delivery.  As well, client satisfaction depends not only on the quality of the service, but on clients' initial expectations.  You need to know these expectations so you can try to change unrealistic ones — a tough challenge in situations  where clients don't pay for the service directly.  In addition, such consultations will indicate where you can improve service to provide the greatest pay-off in terms of increased client satisfaction.
You can assess client satisfaction and expectations by providing suggestion boxes, monitoring the volume and nature of complaints, and conducting surveys, focus groups, client panels and site visits, among other methods.
Your Guide to Measuring Client Satisfaction, intended for line managers, was developed by the Office of the Comptroller General in 1992 to help departments design a client satisfaction monitoring strategy.
	b.	Consult with your front-line staff to find out how they think service can be improved within existing resource levels
Front-line staff are directly linked to program clients through the program delivery process and can often generate innovative ideas for improving service at no extra cost.  Through open and honest consultations, such suggestions can be aired and examined.  In addition, to gain their commitment to any new processes and new service standards, it is essential to involve front‑line staff in their development.  Front-line staff see their job as providing quality service to their clients.  Service standards must enable them to do so.
3.	Set client-sensitive service standards
Research has shown that clients regard the following factors as critical to good service:
·	responsiveness;
·	competence;
·	easy access;
·	courtesy;
·	good communication;
·	credibility;
·	reliability and accuracy;
·	security;
·	appearance of staff; and
·	attractive physical facilities.
Keep these characteristics in mind when you develop service standards.  In addition, you should consider feedback from staff and clients, and your staff's capabilities.  
Service delivery targets (dealing with responsiveness, reliability, accuracy, etc.) and complaint mechanisms should be openly displayed or available to clients.  Some organizations may undertake pilot projects to get a better idea of how their standards work in practice.  Others may implement standards, monitor them and then adjust them as necessary.  Service standards are meant to be monitored, changed and improved over time.  They are not cast in concrete once they are set.
Service standards may not be uniform everywhere for a given service.  Regional, local or case-by-case decisions on level of service (e.g., based on cost-benefit analysis) may be preferable to across-the-board national standards in certain cases where local circumstances vary. 
More information on developing each of the five elements of service standards (description, pledge, delivery targets, costs and complaint mechanisms) is provided in Part 3.
4.	Empower and train service providers
	a.	Train staff in techniques and skills for improving quality and client service
Program clients will not notice an improvement in service delivery unless front-line staff are appropriately trained in techniques for dealing with clients.  According to many surveys, government clients perceive that the provision of good service is not important to Public Service employees.  While many Public Service employees have extensive experience in dealing with clients, the Canadian Centre for Management Development and many departments also offer service training.
	b.	Empower the emplyees who serve clients
Front-line staff should have the authority and accountability to make the decisions that matter to clients.  They should be properly trained and equipped to make those decisions, and should have access to the tools they need to deliver quality service.  Staff cannot be responsive to clients if they are overly restricted by rules and regulations, if the information they need to deliver good service is not readily available, or if they are not encouraged to be innovative and to take measured risks.
5.	Communicate service standards and report to clients on performance
Service standards are intended to let your clients know what to expect when they deal with you. They can help to moderate clients' unrealistic expectations for service.  Reporting to your clients on your performance against standards is critical if you are to make service standards credible.  However, you can only do so if service standards are readily available to your clients either before or when the interaction takes place, and if they are clear and easy to understand.  The following principles will help you decide the best way to publicize your standards and report your performance against those standards.
	a.	Make communication clear and effective 
Communicating standards and reporting on performance.
Make communication clear and effective.
Build upon current communication methods.
Determine how you are going to communicate the various elements of service standards to your clients.
Make service delivery targets and complaint mechanisms clearly visible.
Prepare a long‑term communication strategy.
To be effective, communication must capture the audience's attention and be easy to understand.  Use “plain language.”  See, for example, Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada's publication  Plain Language Clear and Simple (Supply and Services, Ottawa, 1991).  Write your standards using words and language that are familiar to your clients.  Pilot test them to determine how well clients understand and receive them.
	b.	Build upon current communication methods
Look at the way you are communicating with your clients now and use those methods to start communicating your service standards and performance against them. If you are already letting your clients know about the types of services you offer, you can add value to that information by also communicating your standards for those services.  Building on existing methods also reduces the costs of a service standards communication strategy.
Identify all current communication methods you use.  These may include posters, pamphlets, brochures, newspapers, association circulars, videos, audio tapes, telephones, meetings, letters, mail outs, press releases, ministerial speeches, internal newsletters, training sessions, orientation packages, e-mail, bulletin boards and suggestion boxes.
Then determine if any of these are cost-effective ways to communicate your standards and your performance against standards.  Always look for innovative and cost-effective ways to communicate with your clients, taking into account their characteristics and needs.
	c.	Determine how you are going to communicate the various elements of service standards to your clients 
Service standards have five elements.  Different communication methods may be appropriate for different elements of the service standards.  For example, you may use a pamphlet to describe the services available and a poster to publicize delivery targets and complaint mechanisms.  Remember, however, that your clients must have ready access to all the elements and that you have to report on your performance against the standards.
	d.	Make service delivery targets and complaint mechanisms clearly visible
Linking service descriptions with the other aspects of service standards is sensible.  However, make sure that your clients can focus on the standards, such as delivery times and complaint mechanisms.  Avoid distracting your clients with long descriptions of the services themselves.  
	e.	Prepare a long‑term communication strategy
Communication about service standards and performance against those standards is a long‑term process.  You may decide, for example, to announce standards through a news release or in one of your minister's speeches.  However, you must make information on your standards and performance readily available to your clients on an ongoing basis.  
The communication strategy should include a long-term action plan for keeping clients informed.  You might use formal publications, such as the Citizen’s Charter in Great Britain, to communicate service standards.  Alternatively, you might make service standards and your performance against them part of regular communication with clients.  Departments may use different means at varying times to communicate different elements of service standards.
6.	Manage to service standards and for service quality 
If you are actively involved in quality management and using service standards to manage your organization, , you will be
·	measuring your performance against your standards;
·	striving for continuous improvement; and
·	developing a quality service improvement plan.
Further details on managing to service standards, including a set of TBS expectations for managers, is included in Part 4.
Implementing Service Standards
Service standards should be implemented in a deliberate, planned manner, building on experience.  Initial standards for major services should be published as soon as possible and then improved on over time.

Establishing service standards and making them integral to management will take time.  You need to develop a careful, well‑thought‑out strategy that recognizes
		the different types of services and clients you have;
		your knowledge of your current delivery performance and your ability to monitor performance against standards; and
		the visibility of the services you provide to Canadians.
However, rather than wait until complete and “perfect” standards are developed, you should develop standards progressively.  Publish standards in service areas most visible to Canadians first.  Initial standards may be incomplete or embryonic in some aspects.  As you gain experience, you can improve these standards and extend the range of services they cover. 
Several of the elements of service standards are straightforward.  Service descriptions generally already exist in some form.  Service pledges can draw on the Declaration of Quality Service.  Complaint and redress mechanisms exist for many services, particularly in the regulatory area.  In other areas, it may be necessary to revisit existing complaint systems from the client's perspective and make them more visible to clients.  In some cases, simple complaint procedures can be established.  In all instances, you should have a coherent and consistent strategy for dealing with complaints from clients.
In most cases, difficulties in establishing standards arise in the areas of delivery targets and complete costing information.  Where service delivery targets have been or can be developed, they should be part of the initial service standard publication.  In instances where departmental information systems may not be capable of providing the required information and more time and experience is needed, you can use qualitative delivery targets as part of the service pledge.  (“We will provide a prompt, reliable response to requests and try to minimize your waiting time.”)  Hours of operation and service location are certainly already available and should be published.
Appropriate costing of specific services may not be immediately feasible in some cases.  You should try to provide clients with cost information that makes sense to them in a practical and feasible manner.  Departments — and areas within departments — have different levels of cost information, expertise and experience available.  You can approach the costing of service delivery in an incremental fashion, using the principles discussed in Part 3.  In some cases, this may mean publishing the costs of the particular service transaction (what it costs, for example, to deliver a cheque), while in others, clients may prefer a more aggregate cost that reflects the cost of a collection of services (the cost, for example, of operating a museum).  Alternatively, you may use expenditure rather than cost information.  Common sense is required.  In some situations, informing clients of cost information may not be meaningful or sensible  (such as when arresting someone).  In others — for example, when the costs of services are fully recovered — cost information is redundant. 
You should give priority to the more visible interactions with Canadians and to those with a high volume, such as transfers to individuals, income tax, customs, unemployment and training.  In the difficult areas of health and safety, you should proceed prudently and in conjunction with the regulatory reviews being carried out.
In most cases, work to establish service standards will not be separate from other related initiatives, but part of a department's integrated strategy for improving services and their delivery.  If service standards are not made part of actual service delivery, then efforts made to prepare them will likely be wasted.

PART 3 — AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT SERVICE STANDARDS
As noted in the Introduction, service standards typically have five separate components:
1.	descriptions of the service you intend to provide and, where applicable, the benefits clients are entitled to receive;
2.	service pledges or principles describing the quality of service delivery clients can expect to receive, focusing on such elements as openness, fairness, courtesy, professionalism, choice of official language where applicable, etc.;
3.	specific delivery targets for key aspects of service, such as timeliness, access and accuracy;
4.	the costs of delivering the services; and
5.	complaint and redress mechanisms that clients can use when they feel standards have not been met.
This section provides additional information on each of the main components of service standards, as well as some guidelines for drafting standards in light of the potential for Crown liability.  Examples of actual departmental service standards can be found in Quality and Affordable Service for Canadians: Establishing Service Standards in the Federal Government (Treasury Board Secretariat, 1995).
1.	Descriptions of the service
Part 2 examined the definition of service within the government context.  Additional information is provided in Annex A.  In describing the services and outputs or benefits that clients can expect to receive, you should use clear, simple and familiar language.  Standards should be written in a positive tone that speaks directly to users.  Information should be well organized so that users can find important information quickly.  Finally, all written text should be understood the first time it is read and should be available in both official languages.
2.	Service pledges
In consultation with departments, the Treasury Board Secretariat has developed a draft Declaration of Quality Service outlining general service delivery principles that all departments and Public Service employees are expected to follow in their dealings with the public.  The current draft Declaration is included in Annex B.
The Declaration includes the following principles for quality service delivery :
		accessibility, dependability and timeliness;
		clarity and openness;
		fairness and respect;
		good value for the tax dollar;
		responsiveness and commitment to improvement.
You may wish to refer to the Declaration when establishing your own service pledge (e.g.,  “This department will follow the principles for quality service delivery outlined in the Declaration”), or you may use it as a starting point in drafting pledges that may be more directly applicable to your particular clientele and circumstances.  
The Declaration provides guidelines for developing specific service pledges and the framework for delivering quality service.
3.	Specific delivery targets
Delivery targets represent the quantifiable aspects of service, such as timeliness, accessibility or responsiveness.  Clients do not always agree with program deliverers about what constitutes quality service, even where quantifiable measures are available. Research shows that, in some cases, clients prefer accuracy in the processing of their requests over speed.  In other cases, they want to deal with the department just once instead of participating in several speedy transactions.  Without client consultation, you cannot uncover these different preferences.  Making program adjustments in the wrong areas not only fails to increase client satisfaction, but also wastes resources and disillusions staff.
The following material is intended to provide guidance and should not be taken as definitive.  Rather, it outlines current thinking.  It provides a test pad for those of you who are currently drafting service delivery targets.  
Timeliness:  This refers to the time required to complete the service transaction.  It is an apparently simple concept, but one that is filled with subtleties, as discussed later.
Accessibility:  This refers to the availability of a service to a client.  It includes the number of contacts, locations, or people involved in completing the service transaction; hours of operation; clear language (both spoken and written); convenience, ease of access and design of service location; and the number of service delivery methods available (such as telephone, mail, in‑person visits or electronic methods).
Reliability:  This refers to the quality of information provided during the service transactions. How do clients perceive the knowledge and competence of the staff?  Do they get correct answers?  Is information consistent from one employee to another?  Do staff protect clients' confidentiality?
Responsiveness:  This refers to the way you handle the service transaction.  It includes your ability to communicate clearly and easily; your courtesy and helpfulness; your understanding of clients' needs; the pride you take in your work; and your ability to handle diversity.
Service standards grow from these four fundamental service qualities, but you must be more specific when establishing delivery targets.  These targets may include the following goals:
		physical accessibility (i.e., ease of getting there);
		availability (i.e., hours of operation);
		waiting time;
		waiting environment;
		waiting response time (i.e., once served);
		accuracy;
		satisfaction (i.e., giving clients what they expect).
Many federal departments have set these types of standards.  The Passport Office's standard is to have a client's passport ready for pick-up in five working days or mailed to him or her in 10 working days after receipt of the application.  Western Economic Diversification is committed to making a final funding decision on projects valued at less than $500,000 no later than 30 calendar days after all required information has been provided.  The topographic information section of Natural Resources Canada will respond to enquiries within 48 hours if the response is needed by phone or fax,  and within five days if a letter is required.
Several principles guide the writing of delivery targets:
		delivery targets must relate to those aspects of the service transaction that are important to the client; 
		delivery targets must be clear to the client.  A delivery target that states, for example, that a service will be delivered "...in five days..." is not clear.  A client may well ask: "Will I receive service in five calendar or five working days?" or "Will it be five days from the date I mailed it or five days from the date you received it?";
		delivery targets must be meaningful to the client.  How meaningful is it to tell the client that "We serve 85 per cent of our clients in 20 minutes or less."?  If you were subject to this claim, wouldn't you wonder: "If I don't get served in 20 minutes or less, am I part of the 15 per cent that would not normally be served or am I part of the 85 per cent that should have been served?";
		delivery targets must be measurable.  How else will you know if you are achieving them?  Therefore, use exact delivery targets whenever possible. For example, it is easier to measure your success in meeting a goal that states  "We will serve you in 20 minutes or less" than a goal that proclaims "We will serve you promptly."  Besides, exact targets let you manage client expectations; vague targets let client expectations manage you;
		short, simple delivery targets will be more effective than long, convoluted ones. "We will process your claim in five working days" yields a more powerful standard than "We will process your claim in three days, unless one of those days falls on a weekend, in which case we will normally process your claim in five days"; and
		delivery targets should be closed rather than open.  A closed delivery target, for example, declares, "We will serve you in 20 minutes or less."  By way of contrast, an open delivery target would say, "We serve 85 per cent of our clients in 20 minutes or less."  The type of information needed to set closed delivery targets comes from an analysis of service times.  In attempting to close a delivery target, however, it is not always desirable to choose a target that is so low that it can always be met.  Service standards should be attainable, but also challenging.  If you are concerned about the target levels set out in standards, you can close a delivery target by using a two‑stage or sequenced standard, such as "We will attempt to reply to all correspondence within 15 days.  Where we cannot meet the 15‑day standard, we will send an acknowledgement within five days.  The acknowledgment will include an explanation of why the standard cannot be met and a commitment to a new day for reply."  Alternatively, clients could be divided into classes with separate delivery targets for each, as in the following example:  "If visiting our office during the hours of noon to 2:00 p.m., you can expect to wait 40 minutes for service.  At other times of the day, we will see you in 20 minutes."
Before starting to write delivery targets, you should define precise terms for service commitments. The definition of time, noted previously, is one such example.  Most jurisdictions take care to distinguish between "days" and "working days."  Where not stated, the norm is taken to be calendar days.  Some jurisdictions achieve precision by stating an exact date for the service, as in: "We will reply by  January 5, 1994."
Precision also plays a role in choosing the right action verb.  For example, "to pay" differs from "to decide."  Similarly, "to acknowledge" differs from "to answer" or "to see."  There is also considerable difference between "to initiate" and "to complete."  In each of these cases, a different service is offered and a different delivery target is implied. 
When wording a delivery target, you must carefully consider whether to frame the standard using the passive or active voice.  While there is no right or wrong answer, the active voice (e.g., "This office will serve you in 20 minutes or less") sounds more like a commitment than the passive voice (e.g., "You will be served by this office in 20 minutes or less").  The commitment seems even more powerful when phrased in the personal voice (e.g., "We will serve you in 20 minutes or less") as compared to the impersonal voice ("Service will be provided in 20 minutes or less").
Finally, think about the degree of commitment contained in the delivery target.  For example, the order of commitment increases from ''We aim to serve you in 20 minutes or less" to "We will serve you in 20 minutes or less" to "We guarantee to serve you in 20 minutes or less."  
The costs of delivering the service:
All elements of service cost should be included .
Service costs should be relevant to the user.
A sensible aggregation of services should be costed.
Service cost information should be displayed along with the service outputs.
The service costs displayed must be clear and able to withstand comparison.
4.	The costs of delivering the service
Without relevant cost information, service users' expectations may be unrealistic and their preferences for service delivery inconsistent with what you can produce.  As taxpayers concerned about costs, they cannot modify their use of the service if they are unaware of service costs.
Routinely disclosing this information will make clients aware of the costs of government services and encourage departments to consult with their clients on less costly service delivery alternatives.  Development of cost data will also enable departments to inform ministers of the effects of resource reductions and tell taxpayers what they are getting for their tax dollars.
By informing  clients of service costs, you are trying to demonstrate government openness and transparency; modify clients' expectations so that they are more willing to understand changes in service delivery and, in some cases, modify their use of services; improve clients’ (and taxpayers’) understanding of user charges; and increase accountability of public managers through visibility and comparability of service costs.
The objective for costing services in relation to service standards is to inform Canadians of the costs of the services they pay for as taxpayers and receive as service users.  The logistics and cost of producing such information are also important considerations.  The principles below will help you balance the need to inform the public with the feasibility of determining and communicating service costs.  A Guide to Costing Service Delivery for Service Standards has been prepared.
	a.	All elements of service cost should be included
All elements of cost should be accounted for at the departmental level.  You should follow the full costing approach and methodology outlined in the Guide to the Costing of Outputs in the Government of Canada, originally published by the Office of the Comptroller General and now available from the Treasury Board Secretariat.  This method is also the basis of the Treasury Board policy on external user fees.
The full cost of delivering a service is the sum of all costs, direct and indirect, incurred by the government, including services provided without charge by other departments (e.g., accommodation, employer contributions to insurance plans); costs financed by separate authorities (e.g., some employee benefits); depreciation of capital assets; and financing costs.
A key to accurate depiction of cost is to distinguish between cost and expenditures.  Cost is the economic value of all resources used to provide goods and services.  It is determined using the accrual method of accounting.  Accrual accounting stresses matching or offsetting revenue with expenses.  It recognizes the consumption of resources in the period in which the related benefits are obtained.  Hence, in addition to annual cash outlays, cost includes non-cash outlays such as depreciation of capital assets.  Expenditures are cash outlays incurred in a particular period.
Due to lack of data, full costing may not be immediately feasible in some departments.  In such situations, you can often display expenditure information until such time as cost data are available.  When you display expenditure information, it should include direct expenditures and all indirect items such as overhead and expenditures incurred by other government departments.  
When you are using expenditure information rather than cost information to inform clients, you must clearly label it as such,  You should also provide a brief statement identifying the excluded  elements such as capital assets and financing costs. 
	b.	Service costs should be relevant to the user  
Published costs should provide a reasonable idea of the costs to deliver the service.  As such, they should clearly state what is being costed and what the cost figures represent.  The costs should apply to identified services or groups of services to which clients can relate.  The aim is not to achieve auditable costing precision but rather reasonable, timely and informative approximations.  
	c.	A sensible aggregation of services should be costed 
Unit costing of each individual service transaction or even a single service line may not always be the most meaningful, appropriate or practical level of costing to use.  Examples of aggregation levels include
·	a set of services being delivered through a single service delivery facility;
·	a specific service line or product over time; or
·	an individual service transaction, such as the issuing of a cheque, and custom services unique to each transaction.
To decide on the level of aggregation, consider the time and effort needed to gather data, the cost of gathering data and the usefulness of the aggregation.  It should be noted that displaying the average cost calculated over a range of service outputs may produce a very misleading cost figure for the service in question.  For example, the average cost per passenger-mile for the whole rail passenger system probably greatly overstates costs for some lines and understates costs for other lines.
	d.	Service cost information should be displayed along with the service outputs
Generally, you should state the outputs or benefits of the service along with service costs, to indicate what clients are obtaining for the costs incurred.  If you are costing a service transaction, the output is probably clear to the client and nothing more is needed.  Where you are costing a collection of services or service over time, you should provide a short description of the various outputs.
To provide cost information to program clients at the point of service, you can use many vehicles, including 
·	posters, pamphlets, videos, speeches, etc. that describe the services being provided;
·	service standards posted in offices, at entrances to parks and museums, in airports and at other points of service;
·	notices on the form, cheque, licence or ticket used in the service transaction; and
·	statements included in information provided in response to a request.  
	e.	The service costs displayed must be clear and able to withstand comparison
You should expect — and, indeed, encourage — your clients and staff to compare service costs.  Comparisons may be made over time, between different services, across locations, between different levels of jurisdiction or with the private sector.  Comparing or "benchmarking" is essential to good management.  The publication of costing data should encourage you to question your costs and those of other programs or services and, perhaps, learn by sharing experiences and practices.
Costs based on full costing will be comparable between services.  However, at present, different costing systems are used across government departments, and experience and capacity in full costing vary widely.  This could lead to the publication of what appear to be different costs for similar services across departments.  To avoid that, the Treasury Board Secretariat will help departments ensure that similar services are costed in a similar manner.  Through the interdepartmental service standards newtworks, departments with similar services will be asked to comment on the proposed cost information.   You can then be ready to explain and minimize differences.
A list of publications that address the costing issue is provided in Annex D.
5.	Complaint and redress mechanisms 
Complaint and redress mechanisms should be seen as providing essential feedback that the organization needs if it is to focus on clients and quality.

Many government services have formal complaint mechanisms, particularly in the regulatory or purchasing areas where judicial or quasi-judicial bodies exist to deal with regulated entities or bidders who believe they have not been treated fairly.  While the service standard initiative is intended to include these types of complaint mechanisms, it is also aimed at improving more informal complaint mechanisms.  These informal mechanisms can often deal swiftly and effectively with complaints from those who might feel they lack the specific and detailed knowledge required to effectively complain.
The United Kingdom's Citizen's Charter Complaints Task Force has produced a number of principles for effective complaint mechanisms11 The Citizen’s Charter Complaints Task Force (1993).  Effective complaints Systems: Principles and a Checklist.
 .  The principles below are based on this work.
Organizations should define what constitutes a "complaint" and ensure that all staff clearly understand this definition.  Whatever definition they use, organizations should deal with any expression of dissatisfaction positively and constructively.
Complaint systems should
·	be easily accessible and well-publicized.  Anyone with a complaint about a public service needs to know how to make a complaint, and to whom;  
·	be available in both official languages.  Services and their complaint mechanisms should be available in the official language of choice at designated offices.  This is a legal right;
·	be simple to understand and use.  Complaints should be dealt with according to clear procedures that are easy to understand.  Procedures should, where possible, be consistent across different parts of the organization, and should apply to the entire organization.  If a complaint cannot be dealt with on the spot, clients should be given a single contact point for their complaint.  All staff who deal with complaints regularly should be appropriately trained to handle complaints and should be aware of their individual responsibilities;
·	allow speedy handling, with established time limits for action, and keep people informed of progress.  Complaints should be dealt with as quickly as possible.  This can frequently be done at the point of delivery, without formal complaint procedures.  If this is not possible, clients should be told when they can expect a response, kept informed of progress and given an explanation if deadlines are not met;
·	ensure a full and fair investigation.  All complaints should be thoroughly and objectively investigated.  Procedures should include, where appropriate, independent review within the organization (i.e., review by someone within the organization but separate from the direct line management of the person or section that is the subject of the complaint).  Clients should be told of the various stages of the complaint system and should be satisfied that they have been dealt with fully and fairly, even if their complaint is not upheld;
·	respect people's desire for confidentiality.  In the interests of clients and staff alike, financial or personal details should, as far as possible, be dealt with in confidence during an investigation.  Complaint systems should aim to ensure that clients who complain are not subject to discrimination or retribution;
·	address all the points at issue, and provide an effective response and appropriate redress.  Complaints should be directly addressed and, where possible, the cause of complaints remedied.  Redress should be readily available and appropriate to the nature of the complaint; and
·	provide information to management so that services can be improved.  Information about complaints can be used to increase public satisfaction with the service.  Trends in complaints should be analyzed and appropriate action taken.
Further information on complaint and redress mechanisms can be found in A Guide to Effective Complaint Systems (consultation draft prepared by the Treasury Board Secretariat, 1994).
Service standards in light of potential Crown liability
It is critical to examine the potential for Crown liability where service standards have been established for regulatory, licensing and enforcement programs as well as for such hands-on services as transportation.  In such areas, public authorities that are required by law to perform certain functions like inspections are under a legal “duty of care.”  Thus, you must ensure that your service delivery targets take into consideration the level at which you are planning to meet your duty of care (referred to as standards of care), so that service standards are reasonable and attainable.  
On the other hand, service delivery targets that describe in a precise or unqualified way the levels and kinds of service to be delivered could be used by a court to find out whether a department has been negligent.  For example, if a department is under a duty of care to maintain a road and the service standard indicates that dangerous trees along the road will be surveyed within 48 hours after every major storm, that standard could be used as evidence in determining whether or not the department has met its duty of care.
Departments should not assume that the absence of service delivery targets, such as those that may be included in service standards or available in internal departmental documentation, will reduce potential Crown liability.  In fact, the existence of rational service delivery targets, based on considerations of what constitutes the minimum standard of care needed to meet the legal duty of care and also on resources available to deliver the program, may provide evidence to the courts that such decisions were policy decisions (rather than strictly operational decisions) and, thus, fall outside the realm of potential tort liability.
When preparing service standards, you should consult with your Legal Services staff.  
Service standards prepared in the following manner should not increase the potential for Crown liability:
·	service standards should be realistic but challenging — that is, you should establish reasonable standards that you expect to meet;
·	service standards should be carefully worded so it is clear that they represent the government's intended service levels to be pursued on a best‑efforts basis rather than a guarantee of the minimum service to be delivered.  However, vague and convoluted standards will not be credible to program clients;
·	appropriate complaint and administrative redress mechanisms should be outlined as part of the service standard, indicating the government's expectation that service standards may not always be met.  Resources required to receive and respond to any complaints should be available;
·	where warranted, a "Rights and Responsibilities" section that outlines what program clients are expected to do if they want to receive the indicated levels of service (e.g., provide timely and accurate information, keep commitments, etc.) should be included;
·	where standards are posted in office locations, pamphlets that more fully explain the department's programs, service standards and complaint procedures should be readily available; and 
·	performance against standards should be published along with the standards (e.g., printed in pamphlets, posted in offices, etc.), to indicate that the standards represent a best efforts approach to service delivery and may not be met all the time.


PART 4 — MANAGING TO SERVICE STANDARDS
This section provides practical guidance on using service standards to help manage your organization once they have been developed.  It also includes a series of Treasury Board Secretariat expectations for managers and employees that, typically, represent "best practices."
Develop performance measures
Develop ways to measure your performance against standards, and monitor performance constantly.  Setting client-driven standards and measuring how well the organization is doing is a continuous process.  It should quickly identify problems with client service.  All parts of the organization should be involved in finding solutions to these problems and discussing these solutions with clients.
Identifying and developing appropriate performance indicators is a long‑term process, particularly in large departments.  Introducing a limited number of simple "field‑tested" measures on a gradual basis may be the most viable approach.  
Continually improve delivery systems and service standards
Review policies, procedures and forms periodically to ensure "client friendliness" and to find new  ways to improve services through initiatives such as
·	using new technology where cost-effective;
·	cutting red tape;
·	using plain language;
·	re-examining and redesigning or streamlining work flow (re-engineering); and
·	simplifying or getting rid of unnecessary rules and forms.
Continuous improvement will allow you to set higher and higher service standards and maximize client satisfaction.  By consulting clients, monitoring performance and encouraging innovation, you will be able to deliver better service.
Develop a service quality improvement plan
Develop and implement a service quality improvement plan, embodying the previous steps, that will
·	establish and make visible to the client the level of service that will be provided;
·	clarify the relationship between the quality and level of service, and the cost of providing the service;
·	indicate the degree of flexibility or discretion available in setting standards, and any associated risks;
·	outline alternate standards, and the consequences and costs of these alternate levels;
·	indicate stakeholder views of these alternate standards (derived from consultations);
·	outline the results that should be achieved; and
·	indicate how standards relate to program objectives and departmental objectives.
TBS expectations for managers and employees
The Treasury Board Secretariat has established a series of expectations that represent "best practices" for government managers who are managing to service standards.  These expectations have been grouped under three categories:  establishing services standards, managing to service standards and reporting on performance.
	a. 	Establishing service standards
The Treasury Board Secretariat expects managers establishing service standards to:
·	assign clear responsibility and accountability for developing departmental service standards under agreed timetables;
·	identify who the clients are for which services and, through an effective public consultation process, learn what users regard as the most important aspects of the service;
·	consult with front-line employees who deal directly with clients to gather suggestions for service delivery improvements and to build commitment to the client-oriented culture;
·	obtain internal agreement on the quality of the service to be delivered within the available budget;
·	ensure that proper costing methods are used to support decisions and service standards, and that the costing methods themselves are cost effective; and
·	ensure that clients are informed of the service standards at the point of service.
b.	Managing the organization based on service standards
Service standards are an integral part of good management, and the Treasury Board Secretariat expects managers to
·	behave in consistent and supportive ways that motivate employees to provide good client service.  Managers should
-	clarify accountabilities for results and agree on fair performance measures,
-	establish clear autonomy limits and fundamental rules that define freedom of action for front-line staff,
-	ensure that staff are trained in consultation, risk-taking, collaborative behaviour and quality management,
-	take visible, credible steps that demonstrably shift the reward system towards serving clients,
-	communicate good practices to staff, and
-	accept well-intentioned errors by subordinates who take new risks in service innovation as learning opportunities;
·	regularly monitor the service performance of their units and costs using valid and reliable measures, including the costs of not delivering something right the first time; 
·	know whether content, value and method of delivery of the services meet clients' needs; and
·	use performance and client satisfaction information to guide operational decisions and continually improve their service standards and actual performance.
	c.	Reporting on performance
In this area, the Treasury Board Secretariat expects that
·	managers will develop accountability frameworks for each service area that make clear who is accountable to whom and for what;
·	performance measures and reports will be readily understandable and useful for making decisions; and
·	managers will report actual performance against standards to service users and other interested parties.

PART 5 — CONCLUDING REMARKS
Canadians interact with the federal government both directly (through specific transactions) and indirectly (by benefiting from a public good provided by the government).  
When they deal with the federal government, Canadians have the right to expect that 
	they can find out what kind of interaction or service they should expect to receive;
	meaningful information relevant to their concerns is readily available;
	they will be treated fairly, courteously, promptly and in the official language of their choice where appropriate; and
	they can respond if their dealing with the government is not satisfactory.
The service standards initiative is intended to fulfil these expectations.












Annexes

A.  “Service” in the Public Sector
Public Service 2000 (PS2000), an initiative begun in 1989 to ensure Canada's Public Service could serve Canadians effectively into the 21st century, called for a cultural change.  It emphasized a service-orientated public sector.  A service orientation is at the heart of most of the government reforms currently underway.  Yet the concept of  “service” in the public sector is not always well understood.  A  facile comparison with service in the private sector can confuse rather than enlighten.  As the PS2000 Service to the Public Task Force Report Service to the Public Task Force Report (1990).  A good discussion on the concept of “service” in the public sector can be found in this report, especially in chapter 2.  Several of the ideas and examples from this report are used here to discuss “service” and to present a classification of the different types of services provided by the federal government.  All quotes and page number in this annex are from the Task Force Report. noted,
	“Service” is a somewhat more complicated affair in government than in the private sector.  An unblinking focus on pleasing the client is not always possible for government departments since they must keep both the individual’s interests and those of the general public in mind, and since the purposes of exchanges with clients are more varied. (p. 23)
Three types of services provided by government to external clients can be usefully distinguished: conventional, regulatory and purchasing services.
 This classification is adapted from the Task Force Report, with the following change.  Here, the “purchasing” service group has been introduced and the legislation and policy development service of the Task Force Report dropped.  The latter provides service to ministers and would fall into our internal service category.  Where it involves consultation with the public, we have labelled it as information and advice, part of our conventional service category  The chart on the next page outlines this classification.
1.	Conventional Services
This type of service most closely parallels the private‑sector model and involves
	...the provision of benefits, usually through the transfer of resources or information to the public or through the operation of various types of facilities.  The federal government provides such direct services to citizens as veterans’ benefits; unemployment insurance; retraining and relocation for workers; statistical information; foreign aid; passports; consular services abroad; export promotion; tourism development; parks; fishery development; ports and small craft harbours; navigational aids; search and rescue; regional and industrial development; child tax credit; disability benefits; old age pensions; the list goes on. (p. 9)
Also included in this category are services the government provides that do not include direct interaction with the general public, such as research, or that are provided through intermediaries, such as weather forecasts.
 The Task Force Report included in this group the services provided by one department to another or by administrative support groups.  Here, these are included in the internal service group discussed later.  The chart below identifies a number of conventional services.

Grouping Government Services
Conventional
Services
Regulatory
Services
Purchasing
Services
Internal
Services

Information and Advice
drop‑in inquiries
telephone inquiries
statistical information
ministerial correspondence
access to information inquiries
privacy concerns
redress mechanisms
weather reports

Application Processing
grants and contributions
industrial assistance
Veterans' benefits
Unemployment Insurance (UI) 
Old Age Security (OAS) 
 tax returns
licensing

Research

Military and Emergency

Training and Education

Care and Rehabilitation
medical services
occupational health

Preservation/Conservation
national parks, archives

Negotiation
trade agreements
land claims

Adjudication and Mediation
tax appeals
pensions adjudiction
tribunals, hearings

Infrastructure Management
airports, pipelines, ferries

Inspection
food processing
airplane safety
fisheries
customs
tax compliance
dangerous goods
pollution

Enforcement
inmates
parole
policing
audit and verification

Consulting

Contracting
acquisitions
disposal

Common Services
mandatory
optional

Interdepartmental
cheque issuing
information exchange

Internal Administration
financial management
personnel policy
administrative policy

Policy and Program Development
advice
legislative proposals
All of these conventional services are usually thought of as services and the concept of “client” fits well.  There is a clear parallel with the private sector.  But the parallel must not be taken too far.  In the private sector, the focus can be squarely on providing what the customer wants.  In the public sector, however, there are several additional complications. 
First, there are always broader public policy objectives that must be considered.  That is what puts the service in the public sector.  Providing passports is not simply a case of quickly manufacturing them.  The public policy objective is to provide passports to eligible Canadians only.  To give another example, retraining and relocation of workers should take into account the needs of the Canadian job market, in addition to the interests of the individual.
Secondly, conventional services must be provided keeping equity and fairness in mind.  Fairness, for example, 
	...includes equality of access to government and its services, and unbiased and impartial decision‑making and processes... [It] calls for administrative thoroughness to ensure clients get their due under programs designed to help them. (p. 14) 
These considerations may appear to the individual as road blocks to good service.
Thirdly, there is a need in many public‑sector services to distinguish between the service interaction itself and the outcome achieved.  When an individual applies for a grant or contribution, he or she can expect fair treatment in the application submission and selection process.  The service interaction may meet the delivery standard.  But, of course, the applicant may not get the grant.  In dealing with clients in these cases, the department should try to distinguish the service treatment from the results, since clients may disagree with the decision reached but be satisfied with the service interaction itself. 
Good service in a conventional service transaction depends on the organization's ability to meet the reasonable expectations of the client.  To meet those expectations, you must know what they are, improve service delivery where possible in areas clients consider important and modify clients' service delivery expectations where necessary.
2.	Regulatory Services
In the regulatory area, the concept of “service” has no real counterpart in the private sector.
	[This] type of service derives from the regulatory responsibilities of government.  To protect the public interest, some legislation  imposes constraints, duties or obligations on both citizens and institutions (e.g., customs, taxation, immigration, food inspection, water and air quality inspection and enforcement, criminal and civil law enforcement, prisons, management of radio frequencies, health and safety standards, etc.)  The Public Service must develop regulations to give effect to legislation, set in place structures required for implementation, and manage the organizations and people involved in administering and enforcing these regulations....we call this the provision of “regulatory services”...(p. 8)
Here the beneficiary typically is not the direct recipient of the “service,” unlike the case with conventional services.
 "The notion of a 'service' in the regulatory context can be somewhat paradoxical since, for example, criminals who are incarcerated would be unlikely to regard their jailers as 'providing a service' to them.  The difference between this situation and the conventional service transaction is that in the latter case, the recipient and the beneficiary of the service are the same individual.  In the case of regulatory activities, the eneficiary is society at large.”  Service to the Public Task Force Report,  p. 9.  The public policy objective is the raison d'être of the service.  Nevertheless, the service transaction itself should have most of the characteristics of the conventional service transaction.  That is, the regulated party still has rights that need to be taken into account and the service should still be fair.  Here the distinction between the service interaction and the outcome of the service (the impact of the regulation) is important to maintain.
In regulatory activities such as inspections, enforcement and the like, the “service” may be threatening or appear punitive.  Nevertheless, you must respect the rights of the citizen, while making sure that laws and regulations are properly observed. (p. 12)
The Task Force Report offers this explanation of equity:
	...in regulatory matters, equity calls for even‑handedness and a certain dispassionate approach to ensure that the interests of the public or parts of society are taken into account....When regulations are being enforced, “clients” (those affected by the regulations) look for equality of treatment — a “level playing field” — and administrative fairness.  For example, food and drug manufacturers subject to regulation by the Department of National Health and Welfare expect to be consulted in advance about regulations that may affect them; they expect notice of the regulations, and they want to be assured that all manufacturers are being treated in an even‑handed manner. (p. 14)
The Task Force Report then expands on these concepts:
	Good service in a conventional service transaction may call for flexibility and adaptation to accommodate clients' special needs, but in a regulatory context, good service might not be able to be as accommodating.  Equal treatment also calls for a certain rigidity in administration.  (Nevertheless, flexibility and adaptation to clients' special needs are still important to the way in which the “service encounter” takes place.)  However, the requirement in government to be, and be seen to be, scrupulously fair tends to make public officials seem more inflexible and bureaucratic than their private‑sector counterparts.  “Playing by the book” may sometimes be the only fair option. (p. 15)
Clearly, establishing service standards for regulatory services is perhaps even more important than doing so for conventional services.  Equal treatment must be clear and visible.  And given the “concern for fairness and the [government’s] monopoly powers, there is particular need for redress mechanisms.” (p. 15)  As the Report states:
	The objective of the regulatory interchange is not to confer a benefit on the individual citizen — on the contrary, it often removes an asset or imposes a sanction.  Fair redress mechanisms are, therefore, an integral part of such an interchange.  Often the onus is on the client to comply voluntarily.  But the onus is on the regulatory body to ensure that the client has reasonable access to the information necessary to comply.  This means that “transparency” is also a very important characteristic of the service (why monies are owed; why some action is prohibited; etc.). (p. 21)
In regulatory matters, good service occurs when
	...the appropriate laws and regulations are competently interpreted, with due regard to both  private and collective entitlements, in a manner that  is responsive (courteous, timely, etc.) and respectful of individual rights such that relevant laws are enforced and the individual feels equitably treated. (p. 21)
3.	Purchasing services
The government, in addition to providing conventional and regulatory services, also purchases considerable goods and services from the private sector.  Most departments use  outside consulting services.  Public Works and Government Services Canada does extensive contracting with construction and engineering firms.  CIDA purchases goods and services from the private sector for foreign aid purposes. 
One might be tempted to think in these cases that the government, not the private sector, is the client.  In one sense, it is.  However, because of its considerable purchasing power, the need for fairness and the cost to potential suppliers of meeting government requirements, there is no significant public '“service” aspect to the government's purchasing activities.  Indeed, the purchasing services contain aspects of both the regulatory and conventional service transaction.
A key aspect of these transactions, which they share with regulatory service transactions,  is the requirement that they be, and be seen to be, fair and equitable.  Potential suppliers want a “'level playing field” when bidding for contracts.  They need to know that they are as aware as the next supplier of opportunities; that their bids are considered on the basis of clear and complete criteria; that the cost of bidding is not prohibitive; and that they will be paid in a timely fashion if they are chosen to supply the goods or services.  They expect good information, clear rules and professional consideration, not unlike parties involved in regulatory transactions.
On the other hand, unlike regulated companies, the suppliers of goods and services receive a direct benefit from the government.
Thus, as with any government transaction, there is a service element in purchasing. 
4.	Internal government services
Conventional, regulatory and purchasing services are all services provided to external clients.  All government departments provide services to (i.e., have transactions with) their own staff and management, and many provide services to other government departments.  These internal services, while not the primary focus of the service standard initiative, directly affect the ability of front‑line staff to meet their service standards.  As a result, they must be carefully taken into account in establishing standards.  These internal services can also benefit from the development of service standards.  Most departments have quality management initiatives that typically entail some form of service standard development or enhancement.

B.  A Declaration of Quality Service 
At the time of publication of this document, this was the draft version of the Declaration on Quality Service, so considering the consultation process that the Treasury Board Secretariat is conducting with the federal employees, it is possible that, based on the comments received,  some changes might occurs to the Declaration.


Draft
Declaration of Quality Service
The Government of Canada and its employees are committed to delivering quality services within the resources Canada can afford.  When you seek services, you will know what level of service to expect through the specific service standards each department and agency is publishing.  We aim to ensure your satisfaction, abiding by the following principles:
accessible, dependable and timely
We want to be easy to reach and to deal with.  Our priority is 
dependable, prompt and accurate service delivered with your convenience in mind. 
Wherever practical, we aim to bring together all the services you need.
We will serve you in the official language of your choice at the designated locations.
clear and open
We want you to understand
what services are available and how much they cost you as a taxpayer.
We will clearly explain the rules, regulations and decisions that apply to you.
We will identify who is serving you and who is in charge.
fair and respectful
We will treat you fairly and courteously, recognizing your distinct needs,
even when regulatory services impose conditions or sanctions on you.
We will respect your legal rights, privacy and safety.
good value for your tax dollar
We will tell you how well we are doing in relation to published service standards.
Affordability is one of our primary concerns and we are committed to delivering and demonstrating good value for money — quality services provided as efficiently 
and economically as possible, based on integrity and sound judgement.
responsive and committed to improvement
We will regularly seek your views on what works well and what needs to be improved.  
If you wish to complain, it will be effective and easy to do.  
Where we have made a mistake, we will work to set things right.
We welcome your suggestions and complaints — they represent our opportunity to improve.
And, of course, your cooperation in providing full, accurate and timely information 
will help us provide you with quality service.
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D.  Service Standards: An Example
To give you a clearer picture of the kind of service standard that might be developed for a department, program or service, the following example for a fictitious department was prepared.  You should assume that it was the result of consultation with the department's various client groups and represents a good initial effort.
This department decided to develop a service standard that covered all of the department's activities (Attachment 1).  In published form, it would be a short pamphlet available for distribution to clients.  The Service Pledge would also appear as a wall poster in local offices.
In addition, the department developed separate shorter publications for each of its client groups.  The one used for its clients in the general public is shown as Attachment 2.
Examples of actual service standards that have been developed by federal departments and agencies can be found in  Quality and Affordable Service for Canadians: Establishing Service Standards in the Federal Government (Treasury Board Secretariat, 1995).

Attachment 1
THE DEPARTMENT OF URBAN LANDSCAPING
SERVICE STANDARDS
Our Programs
The Department of Urban Landscaping has broad policy and regulatory responsibilities for all lawn care products sold in Canada.  To carry out these responsibilities, the department has a number of different programs:
1.	the Research Program.  To promote the development of new and environmentally friendly lawn care products, the department supports a number of research projects, both in‑house projects and jointly funded projects with domestic industry;
2.	the Health and Safety Inspection Program.  To ensure that industry workers are not put at risk when dealing with hazardous chemicals, the department inspects manufacturing plants;
3.	the Consumer Protection Program.  The department monitors product performance and packaging to enforce truth in advertising; and
4.	the Enquiries Service.  To help consumers choose the product that will best meet their needs and that uses the maximum amount of organic material, the department runs an enquiries service.
This brochure tells you what you can expect when you deal with the Department of Urban Landscaping in any of these four areas.
Our Service Pledge
We want to provide clients of the Department of Urban Landscaping with the best possible service.  We will provide a service that is
COURTEOUS ‑ we will listen and respond to what you say and treat you with respect;
FAIR ‑ we will provide service fairly and equitably within the law;
CONFIDENTIAL ‑ we will treat the information you provide as confidential;
PRIVATE ‑ we will respect your right to privacy.  We will arrange a private interview with you if you want one; and
ACCESSIBLE ‑ we will make it easy for you to contact us, whether you choose to visit one of our offices or to phone.  We will provide service in the official language of your choice.
The Research Program
We are vitally concerned with improving the quality of lawn care products offered to Canadians.  To that end, we sponsor a number of research projects, both within the department and within the Canadian lawn care industry.  In order to get the best value from scarce research resources, we have developed what we think is an appropriate research strategy. 
Consultation
We want to hear about the concerns of consumers and producers so that we can spend our research dollars in the most effective way possible.  We meet regularly with a network of concerned citizens to find out what problems these people would like us to address.  Similarly, we meet with the Lawn Care Industry Association biennially so that members can tell us how well our programs are operating.
Research Strategy
Based on this input and on solicitations from the private sector, we establish an annual research plan that includes jointly funded and in‑house projects.  Because we have developed a sophisticated laboratory infrastructure in the Department of Urban Landscaping, we concentrate our own research on projects that require this type of equipment. However, when a research project can be completed with less laboratory equipment or primarily through field experimentation, and we think the research will lead to a commercially viable product in the short term, we are prepared to share the costs with individual firms on a 50‑50 basis.
Applying for Research Assistance
To minimize the costs of applying for research assistance, we have adopted a two‑stage approval process.  If your firm wants to undertake research and would like us to share some of the costs, you must prepare a brief outline of your research proposal, telling us what the project will entail, how much you think it is likely to cost and what you expect to achieve.  We would be prepared to give you our preliminary assessment within one month of the receipt of this outline.  If we indicate our preliminary support, you would then be required to provide a more complete description of the project.  We have a brochure entitled Partnerships in Lawn Care Research that outlines the kind of information we would need from you at this stage.  Based on the volume and complexity of proposals we have received in the past, we expect that we should be able to give you our final answer within a further two months.  If you have any questions about our decisions or about this program of joint research, please contact us using our toll‑free number, 1‑800‑999‑9999.

Our In‑House Research
We are conducting approximately 10 in-house research projects at any given time.  Our target is to have four of these projects result in either new products or improvements to existing products.  By licensing Canadian firms to manufacture and distribute these products, we intend to transfer the in‑house technology we develop in our laboratories to the private sector.
Results and Costs
To date, we have licensed 117 Canadian firms to produce and distribute products that we have developed in our laboratories.  We have received about $3 million in licensing fees and we estimate that 2,500 new full‑time jobs have been created in the Canadian lawn care industry.  
The Research Branch spends $25 million annually.  Of that amount, $7 million goes directly to private firms in the form of contributions to support research projects.  The costs of operating our in‑house laboratories, including the salaries of our scientists and technicians, account for $16 million.  The balance covers the costs of managing the program, processing applications and conducting the consultation process.  Because this financial information represents annual expenditures, it doesn't take into account such costs as those already incurred for laboratory equipment or departmental overhead.  We are working to develop this kind of cost information and hope to be able to publish more complete cost estimates in two years.
The Health and Safety Inspection Program
The Department of Urban Landscaping is responsible for protecting the health and safety of employees working in this industry who may be required to handle hazardous chemicals.  The department regularly inspects manufacturing plants to ensure that applicable laws and regulations are being followed.
Manufacturing Firms
As a manufacturing firm in this industry, you must fulfil the safety requirements set out in the Canada Labour Code, the Hazardous Materials in the Workplace Act and all accompanying regulations.  We have developed a booklet entitled Keeping Your Plants Safe that is available at our local offices, which are listed on the last page of this brochure.  If you wish, you can also get a copy by dialing our toll‑free Health and Safety Hotline at 1‑800‑888‑8888.  You have certain legal rights, as do our officers.  If you are unclear about these rights, our officers will explain them to you and provide you with a copy of this brochure.
We aim to visit your manufacturing plant within the first six months after you begin production.  After that, our officers will visit from time to time.  The frequency of our visits will depend, to a large extent, on the track record that you establish — both in terms of the number of infractions that we encounter during our visits and the number of complaints that we receive from your employees.
Our officers will normally make an appointment with you at a mutually convenient time.  While it is sometimes difficult to predict how long the visit will take, the officers will give you an estimate.  When they arrive, they will identify themselves by showing you their identification cards.
If our officers detect any infractions during their inspections, they will inform you of those infractions verbally at the time of this visit.  This notice will be followed up with written notification of the infractions, which will cite the relevant sections of the applicable legislation or regulations, give the deadline for compliance and outline the sanctions that are available to us if you fail to comply.  Given the importance that Canadians attach to health and safety in the workplace, you can expect us to move quickly if you fail to meet the deadlines that have been set for compliance.  If you are dissatisfied with the way our investigation was conducted, you may contact the Director, Health and Safety Branch, 111 Smith Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 1Z1.  If you wish to contact the Director by phone, the number is 1‑613‑777‑7777.
Employees of Manufacturers
If you are an employee in a lawn care products manufacturing plant, you do not have to handle hazardous products in an unsafe manner.  The brochure Keeping Your Plants Safe clearly defines unsafe practices.  If you are concerned about the working conditions in your place of employment, you can call us free of charge on our Health and Safety Hotline at 1‑800‑888‑8888.  We will look into your complaint within 10 working days and will advise either you or the plant Health and Safety Coordinator, whichever you prefer, of the results of our investigation.  While you must identify yourself to us, we will ensure that your privacy is respected at all times when we deal with your employer.  If you are dissatisfied with the way our investigation was conducted, you may contact the Director, Health and Safety Branch, 111 Smith Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 1Z1.  If you wish to contact the Director by phone, the number is 1‑613‑777‑7777.
Costs
We normally conduct 250 plant inspections each year at a cost of $750 per inspection.  This cost has dropped by 10 per cent over the last 15 years.  It includes the costs directly associated with the inspection (the salary of the inspector, travel expenses, costs of writing reports, etc.) as well as an appropriate portion of the total overhead costs of the department.  The cost is fully recovered from manufacturers.  

The Consumer Protection Program
To ensure that the interests of consumers of lawn care products are adequately protected, the department has developed a program to monitor product performance.  We test the product to ensure that the packaging is accurate (i.e., that a 4 kg bag actually contains 4 kg of the product) and that the performance claims are valid.
Field Inspections
To monitor products, our field inspectors purchase samples of goods offered for retail sale.  The inspectors first check the accuracy of the measurement claims and perform a chemical analysis of the contents to ensure that the advertised mineral content is valid.  In certain instances we test the actual performance of the product over the equivalent of two growing seasons under laboratory conditions. 
When either the accuracy or chemical content checks indicate that the product being tested does not fulfil the labelling claims, we notify the manufacturer in writing within five working days of the completion of the test.  The manufacturer then has 20 working days to respond to this notification.  An acceptable response would be a plan and timetable for corrective action to be taken.  We will deal with non‑compliance through a series of increasingly severe penalties.  If you are a manufacturer and you have a question or a complaint about one of our inspection reports, you should contact the Director, Consumer Protection Programs, 111 Smith Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 1Z1.  You can contact the Director by phone at 1‑613‑666‑6666.  We will answer your questions within five working days.  
Testing Performance Claims
Because performance testing is expensive and time‑consuming,  we will only test a limited number of products drawn from a statistically valid sample and products subject to a large number of complaints from consumers.  As a consumer, if you have a complaint about a particular product, you should contact the Director, Consumer Protection Programs, 111 Smith Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 1Z1.  You can contact the Director by phone at 1‑613‑666‑6666.  Your complaint will either be held for future reference or result in an investigation.  You will be advised of this decision within 20 working days of the receipt of your complaint.
Costs
The Consumer Protection Branch spends $15 million annually for its direct operations.

The Enquiries Service
We would like to help you, as a lawn care products consumer, make the right choice when it comes to lawn care products.  We are available to answer your questions if you visit or phone our local offices.  Their locations and hours of operation are listed on the last page of this brochure.  While we cannot recommend one particular product over another, we can tell you which chemical compounds, organic or otherwise, can best solve your particular problems.  We can also send you helpful pamphlets or brochures written in easy‑to‑understand language.
If you visit one of our local offices, we expect that you should have to wait no longer than 15 minutes for service.  If, however, you come in during our peak business hours (at lunch or from 4:00 p.m. until closing), you might have to wait a little longer.  We have a service questionnaire that we will give you when you leave the office and we would appreciate any comments you might have that would help us serve you better.
If you phone one of our offices, we hope to be able to get to your phone call within five minutes of putting you on hold.  Our automated telephone system will tell you your position in the telephone queue every minute.
Costs
It generally costs the department about $15 to reply to each written enquiry and $2.50 to answer a question over the telephone or in person. 
Questions, Appeals and Complaints
The Department of Urban Landscaping is commited to providing you with the best service we can.  Our office locations and hours are listed at the end of this brochure.  If you have questions or comments about our services, please contact the office nearest you.  If you feel you have received unsatisfactory service or unfair treatment, please contact the Director of the office nearest you.
If you have received an unfavourable inspection report and you wish to appeal the findings as is your legal right, please contact the Director, Appeals Branch, 111 Smith Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 1Z1.  You can contact the Director by phone at 1‑613‑555‑5555.  He or she will advise you of the Appeals Process that you are entitled to use.

Attachment 2
THE DEPARTMENT OF URBAN LANDSCAPING
SERVICES FOR CONSUMERS
Our Programs
The Department of Urban Landscaping has broad policy and regulatory responsibilities for all lawn care products sold in Canada.  As a consumer of lawn care products, you will be primarily interested in the programs we have developed in the following areas:
	consumer protection.  The department monitors product performance and packaging to enforce truth in advertising; and
	enquiries service.  To help consumers choose the product that will best meet their needs and that uses the maximum amount of organic material, the department runs an enquiries service.
This brochure tells you what you can expect when you deal with the Department of Urban Landscaping in these areas.
Our Service Pledge
We want to provide clients of the Department of Urban Landscaping with the best possible service.  We will provide a service that is
COURTEOUS ‑ we will listen and respond to what you say and treat you with respect;
FAIR ‑ we will provide service fairly and equitably within the law;
CONFIDENTIAL ‑ we will treat the information you provide as confidential;
PRIVATE ‑ we will respect your right to privacy.  We will arrange a private interview with you if you want one;
ACCESSIBLE ‑ we will make it easy for you to contact us, whether you choose to visit one of our offices or to phone.  We will provide service of either of Canada's two official languages.
The Consumer Protection Program
To ensure that the interests of consumers of lawn care products are adequately protected, the department has developed a program to monitor product performance.  We test the product to ensure that the packaging is accurate (i.e., that a 4 kg bag actually contains 4 kg of the product) and that the performance claims are valid.
To monitor products,  our field inspectors purchase samples of goods offered for retail sale.  The inspectors first check the accuracy of the measurement claims and perform a chemical analysis of the contents to ensure that the advertised mineral content is valid.  In certain instances, we test the actual performance of the product over the equivalent of two growing seasons under laboratory conditions. 
As a consumer, if you have a complaint about a particular product, you should contact the Director, Consumer Protection Programs, 111 Smith Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 1Z1.  You can contact the Director by phone at 1‑613‑666‑6666.  Your complaint will either be held for future reference or result in an investigation.  You will be advised of this decision within 20 working days of the receipt of your complaint.
Costs
The Consumer Protection Branch spends $15 million annually for its direct operations.
The Enquiries Service
We would like to help you make the right choice when it comes to lawn care products.  We are available to answer your questions if you visit or phone our local offices.  Their locations and hours of operation are listed on the last page of this pamphlet.  While we cannot recommend one particular product over another, we can tell you which chemical compounds, organic or otherwise, can  best solve your particular problems.  We can also send you helpful pamphlets or brochures written in easy‑to‑understand language.
If you visit one of our local offices, we expect that you should have to wait no longer than 15 minutes for service.  If, however, you come in during our peak business hours (at lunch or from 4:00 p.m. until closing), you might have to wait a little longer.  We have a service questionnaire that we will give you when you leave the office and we would appreciate any comments you might have that would help us serve you better.
If you phone one of our offices, we hope to be able to get to your phone call within five minutes of putting you on hold.  Our automated telephone system will tell you your position in the telephone queue every minute.
Costs
It generally costs the department about $15 to reply to each written enquiry and $2.50 to answer a question over the telephone or in person.

Questions and Complaints
We are committed to providing all the clients of the Department of Urban Landscaping with the best service we can.  If you feel that you have received unsatisfactory service or unfair treatment, please contact the Director of the office nearest you.
The locations and office hours of our local offices are published on the last page of this pamphlet.  Please feel free to contact one of these offices if you have any questions about the Department of Urban Landscaping or its programs.

ORDER FORM for Service Standards Documents
The Treasury Board Secretariat has developed a number of documents related to the service standards initiative.  To order the publications, please use the form below, and let us know how many copies you would like.  The documents are available in print and also on diskette in both Microsoft Word and WordPerfect versions.  Mail or fax your completed form to:  
Distribution Centre
Treasury Board Secretariat
300 Laurier Avenue West
Ottawa, ON
K1A 0G5
Fax:  (613) 996-0518
Telephone:  (613) 995-2855

Publication
Diskette version
Number of copies
(maximum 2 per order)
Print version
Number of copies
(maximum 10 per order)
An Overview of Quality and Affordable Service
(summary of the report below)


Qualify and Affordable Service for Canadians


A Guide to Costing Service Delivery for Service Standards
(draft)


Your Name:	
Department:	
ADDRESS
Street:	
City:	
Province:	
Postal code:	
Telephone:	
FAX:	
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